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Sentinel®RMS

The most robust and feature-rich licensing
management solution available on the market.
Sentinel RMS is a professional licensing management solution purpose-built to support the business
needs of software publishers and intelligent device vendors. With Sentinel RMS, software and device
vendors can create highly-flexible license enforcement policies and deliver a seamless user experience
to customers. Sentinel RMS is an ideal solution for application deployment in medium and large-scale
environments both on-premise and in the cloud.
Flexible Licensing Models
Sentinel RMS enables you to deploy a wide range of licensing
models to support all of your business needs, now and in the
future.
>> Feature-Based Licensing: Define license terms for specific

features and application modules within a single application.
>> Pre-Built License Models: Deploy popular license models

including trials, perpetual, subscription, seat-based, volume,
and pay-per-use.
>> Version Control: Control how and when customers need to

pay for new software features and updates.
>> Commuter Licensing: Enable check-out of floating licenses

for offline use by remote users.

Our Value Proposition
Sentinel RMS enables software and device vendors to
enforce complex license agreements and protect software
from unauthorized use.
>> Fast Time To Market: Sentinel RMS solution features the

widest range of ready-to-use licensing models to ensure
fast time to market of your products.
>> Streamline Operations: With Sentinel RMS you can build a

fully integrated solution and elimiate the need to manage
multiple disparate systems and homegrown solutions
>> Future-Proof Capabiltiies: Sentinel RMS enables you to

expand your licensing capabilities with cloud licensing,
usage tracking and entitlement management.

>> Time-Based Licensing: Deliver time restricted licenses

including start and expiry dates, duration from first use or
cumulative elapsed use
>> Custom License Models: Customize models with precise

licensing attributes to meet business goals and customer
needs.

Scalable, Cross Platform Operability
Sentinel RMS suppor ts your business needs and can scale
to meet any volume of licensing requirements.
>> Enterprise Ready: Deploy a high performance license server

to support hundreds of features and thousands of users.

Seamless User Experience
Deliver a consistent user experience for any type of licensing
model and deployment method. With Sentinel RMS you can
create a seamless and transparent user experience for any
type of work flow or envrionment even for licensed applications
run on virtual machines. You can also integrate flexible
fingerprinting into the user experience to control how licenses
are associated to computer fingerprints.
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>> Fully Featured API: Customize and streamline your licensing

strategy with a comprehensive set of API functions.
>> Feature Customization: Add pre-built interfaces such as

custom fingerprinting and license server hooks to extend
functionality.
>> Cross Platform Operability: Ensure functionality and

operability across different platforms and operating systems.
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How It Works!
Sentinel RMS creates value for your business, and accelerates
supply chain processes and business operations. The Sentinel
RMS platform is used by thousands of medium and enterprisescale businesses worldwide.
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Sentinel RMS Platform Capabilties

About Gemalto Software Monetization

The Sentinel RMS platform is purpose built to support all your
licensing needs and business operations.

The Sentinel portfolio of software monetization solutions
enables our customers to drive business growth and extract the
most value out of their products. With over 30 years experience
and 10,000+ customers in 32 industries, the Sentinel brand
is recoognized as the market leader in security, protection,
licensing, usage and entitlement management solutions.

Platform
Features

Description

Platform
Compatibility

Deploy on all major operating systems and
compilers to ensure consistent licensing across
all platforms (MS Windows, Linux, Mac, Sun
Solaris, HP UX, IBM AIX)

IP Protection
Methods

Safeguard your data and products with Sentinel
Envelope multi-layer protection including
encryption of runtime executable files, code
obfuscation and anti-debugging

Quality of
Service

Utilize “Grace-Period” licensing to overcome
a sudden or temporary loss of network
connectivity.

High
Availability

Support redundant Licensing Servers to ensure
continual use and no disruption of services for
licensed applications and users.

Virtual
Machines

Protect against license violations and enforce
license policies in virtual environments.
Implement license enforcement policies for
detected virtual machines and provide a high
level of assurance for node-locks on virtualized
hosts.

Platform
Extensions

Join the Conversation

Expand your licensing platform through the
integration of cloud licensing, usage tracking
and Entitlement Management applications.

Contact Us: For all office locations and contact information, please visit
www.gemalto.com/software-monetization
Follow Us: sentinel.gemalto.com/blog
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>>

Facebook

>>

LinkedIn

>>

Twitter

>>

Google+

>>

YouTube

>>

Blog

https://www.facebook.com/Sentinel-Software-Monetization-1758261374199865/

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/10586190/

https://twitter.com/Sentinel_SM

https://plus.google.com/u/2/111213966957422791805

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO_hjzzJXm0wE7L1kxZjfcg

https://sentinel.gemalto.com/blog
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